
Car No:

University:

APPROVED

No. Checkpoint Rule No Checkbox Comments

Car must be in ready-to-race condition 

Fuel tank must be full (CV only). Ask the teams to display fuel level

Water level must in racing condition. Ask the team to display level

Oil level must be in racing condition. Ask the teams to display level

Weigh the car

Check if the scales are set correct

Place the car at the scale

Close the tent from the wind direction

Note the weight of the car on the sticker

Weight of the car: 

Notes

If a team shows up while they still have to work on the car they must leave 

the queue. No maintenance will be done in the queue for the weighing 

inspection

APPROVAL STATUS

WEIGHING Approval (Control box) (DON'T CHANGE MANUALLY)

No. Checkpoint Rule No Checkbox Comments

1
Check if all drivers are present, indicated by driver band 1 up to and 

including 4-6.
T4.11

2

Check if the driver for egress is ready, wearing all equipment: 

- Close face helmet

- Balaclava

- A fire resistant one piece suit

- Fire resistant underwear (long pants and long sleeve t-shirt)

- Fire resistant socks

- Fire resistant shoes

- Fire resistant gloves

- Arm restraint

Keep in mind that teams do not have enough clothing for drivers and thus 

need to swap clothing during the egress attempts.

T13.3

3
Driver must be fully seated and strapped-in, including arm restraints. Hands 

must be placed in driving position. 
T4.11

4
One team member is allowed to be handed the steering wheel at the 

egress test.
T4.11

5
Inform the teams that the stopwatch starts at your (the scrutineer) mark. 

Say: Ready, set, mark, and start the timer at mark
T4.11

6 Stop the timer when the driver has both his feet on the ground. T4.11

Each driver gets two attempts

8 Repeat step 2 to 6 until all 4 to 6 drivers are done.

9 All drivers have passed

APPROVAL STATUS

EGRESS Approval (Control box) (DON'T CHANGE MANUALLY)

Formula Student Balkans

2023 Mechanical Inspection Sheet

VEHICLE WEIGHING (IN8)

1

2

DRIVER EGRESS T4.11

IN 8.1



No. Checkpoint Rule No Checkbox Comments

1

Tallest driver (indicated by the bracelet with number 1 on it) must be seated 

with full driver wearing all equipment:

- Close face helmet

- Balaclava

- A fire resistant one piece suit

- Fire resistant underwear (long pants and long sleeve t-shirt)

- Fire resistant socks

- Fire resistant shoes

- Fire resistant gloves

- Arm restraint

T13.3 & IN 

7.1.1

2

When the driver is correctly seated, the car must be pushed on the tilt test 

device. At the correct position the driver must keep the brake pedal 

depressed. 

3 The car must be secured correctly to the tilt test device.

4 Tilt the car towards 45 degrees. 

5 Check if the car is secure to the tilt test device.

6 Tilt the car towards 60 degrees

7 Check if the car is secure to the tilt test device.

8 Leave the car be for one minute

9 Check if the fuel level is decreasing, if so, see rule CV2.7.1

10

Check for fluids at the brake callipers, Wheels, bodywork, around the fuel 

lines and tank, Catch cans and around the catch cans, radiators, and rear 

wheels

11 Lower the car and disconnect the car

12 Switch the car around and repeat step 2 up to and including 10

13 No fluid leaks IN7.1.3

14 All four wheels are in contact with the tilt table IN7.1.3

APPROVAL STATUS

TILT Approval (Control box) (DON'T CHANGE MANUALLY)

No. Checkpoint Rule No Checkbox Comments

1

Driver (indicated by the bracelet with number 1 on it) must be seated with 

full driver wearing all equipment:

- Close face helmet

- Balaclava

- A fire resistant one piece suit

- Fire resistant underwear (long pants and long sleeve t-shirt)

- Fire resistant socks

- Fire resistant shoes

- Fire resistant gloves

- Arm restraint

T13.3

2 Check if the team brought a laptop IN 10.1.3

3 Calculate engine speed IN 10.1.2 Tested engine speed: 

4
If passed check master switch by activation and deactivation, without the 

engine running to see if the car shutsdown correctly.
IN 10.1.8

5 Check cockpit mounted shutdown buttons IN 10.1.8

6

Place microphone free from obstructions at

the exhaust outlet level, 0.5 m from the end of the exhaust outlet, at an 

angle of 45° with the outlet in the horizontal plane.

IN 10.1.4

7

Where more than one exhaust outlet is present, the test will be repeated for 

each exhaust and

the highest reading will be used.

IN 10.1.5

8 Gearbox must be in neutral and the car must be jacked up. IN 10.1.7

9 Put in earplugs

10 Let the team start the car

NOISE TEST

IN7

TILT TEST IN7.1



11 Perform noice test when idle, max noice is 103 dB CV3.2.2

12 Perform noice test at calculated rpm, max noice is 110 dB. CV3.2.1

13 Ask team to remove inertia switch to test it by shaking IN 10.1.8

14 Let the team restart the car

15
the intake system will be tested by closing off the inlet after which the 

engine must stall.
IN 10.1.9

For the noice test the teams are allowed to make repairs according to IN 

1.5

APPROVAL STATUS

NOISE Approval (Control box) (DON'T CHANGE MANUALLY)

The goal of the brake test is for the teams to demonstrate that the car has 

sufficient braking capability by locking-up all four wheels. If the car is CV, 

the engine must be kept running. 

The car will be started by one scrutineer/marshal with a flag.

The car will accelerate within the cone marked area. Until the stop area

At the stop area 2 marshals/scrutineers will check if all four wheels locked-

up during braking. This will be indicated by thumps up or thumps down. 

If all four wheels are locked during braking (and keeps the engine running 

for CV cars) , the car passes. If not, the car can reattempt the braking test.

If the team does not pass the braking test within 3 attempts or 15 minutes, 

the team has to join the queue at the back. 

Modifications and repairs can be done according to IN 1.5

The right compound tire has to be used for the track condition, according to 

D3.2

No. Checkpoint Rule No Checkbox Comments

1

Driver (indicated by the bracelet with number 1 on it) must be seated with 

full driver wearing all equipment:

- Close face helmet

- Balaclava

- A fire resistant one piece suit

- Fire resistant underwear (long pants and long sleeve t-shirt)

- Fire resistant socks

- Fire resistant shoes

- Fire resistant gloves

- Arm restraint

T13.3

2 Visual inspection of car for last safety check

3 [EV only] Check ready to drive sound IN 11.1.4

4 [EV only] Check TSAL illumination IN 11.1.3

5
[EV only] Tractive system must be switched off after acceleration so that 

the car must use mechanical braking only to lock the wheels
IN 11.1.2

6 Check if the brake light is sufficient IN 11.1.3

7 All four wheels locked during braking IN 11.1.1

8
[EV only] TSAL must be switched to green within 5 seconds after the 

vehicle has come to a complete stop.
IN 11.1.2

9 [CV only] Engine must be kept running after full stop IN 11.1.1

APPROVAL STATUS

BRAKE
Approval (Control box) (DON'T CHANGE MANUALLY)

BRAKE TEST IN 11










